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Moroccan Arabic transcript: 

 
�س : ب� ! "�#$! "�#�!$#�" !(اآ8 آ�#�" . #7�+ *�$ه� ت�ر#4& 23+ ه+ 1(0#" -/�س  ه+ !$#�" أ-+ ه+ *(#)" و &&آ

� ا-A@ن د#�-, أ-+ ه+ ا-;$#�" ا->;(اءBA#ي د�ا-A@ن د#�ل ا-2(اب &&& ه+ آGH;22 , @ آ�!F ا3;(آ�E;@ه� ا->;(اء Dن ا-0�

�BHK0ت L" !(اآ8 ب�8 -;$#HN;ت �! +�7# �B-�� E;P" د#�ل ا-;(ات . ب�-E>( د#B-ا QHN! ت�R +-م أ�ف ب$رV" انT ا-7

�م وا$3* +R ,XB-��ء ال &&& ا-Y(#)" د#�ل ا-8H7 د#YEب �B-�ن>Z , #7�+ و ه;�. و ا-72�!F د#�-XB, #7�+ ا-��س د#

�ن)@-@ -T ا-D "\B0نT دا#;� , ا-;(اآN+ ه^اك ه@ ا-L[!"\B0 آN2@ف و3$ , آ�E;@هX &&& ا- �H" أ-+ *�$ ا-;(اآZHN ه;

@ <_Hنو د#, آ�EA-ا +R "1LY-و3$ ا Xه$�* �� تsense of humor +2H(Aو3$ ال &&& , ;! ZHR +�7#  Z! $3وا

7�هX #7�+ دا`;�. !(اآD 8ب$ !� ت_> +! "EA\-72" ا;! �� أآ0( , ب�-Gاف &&& آ�#�" !$#�" ورزازات ه;BHR +-أ

�@س2H(#)Rل ا�� . د#@ه�ت R+ ش;B�H�! ة)H[م آLRا �BHR رو@eأ-+ تAlexander the Great ت� تe@ر R+ س2@د#@ه

ا-�@ا3+ , آA* $702+ ا-;$ن أ-+ ه;� آ0�ر, 7#�+ !� دام آh0B2. 23+ ه+ !$#�" را`V "7$ا7#�+ , #�ل &&& ورزازاتد

�ط Eب �B-�� ا-��س د#B-�� ه^وك -0�+ د#�ل ا-)e( -)$ام R+ ا-\�@ب &&& Rد#BH"\�j "�#$! "�#��ل ث�ن+ آ;N-ا +R , "�#$!

�ل , YHj@ان;N-+ ه^وك ا�7#;N-ف ا@N2@ تHV Dا lA2m# ل��ل آ�ن Dن A* . X#$(- +R &&& +R+ ا-@سh و ا-\�@ب;N-ا

Fآ�N;-ا Xه$�* �Hن��ت آ�ن@ ا-;ZH;AE آ�ن@ R+ اس0!�#Dا +R , $7ب Z! &&& و ك Fآ�N;-ذوك ا XBH- @7(# 1492آ0$او ,

� و Hن��ش آ0$او #\(و *sA ا-;R ZH;AE+ اس0Rب)K;A- @\Hب@ آ)B+, آ�7# THR و�)�و #7�+ ا-;)Kب -(- ZH03س !(� ا-�

 XBب XB-��ل &&& j�YHj &&& "\@انف اH0AuD" د#;N-ا +R )(2ن, س@NR��ل 23+ , ش;N-ا +R vj�أصAH" #7�+ ه^وك ا-;�

�سR 3^ا , "Hن��ت د#�ل اDس0;Aاف آG-��هA;72E# X@ ب(A2آ XB-�و أXB2H0Au آXA 2H آ�#Z ب�-Gاف و R +23+ ا-BA\" د#

� آ�نQ , اDس0�نH" ب> X انT آ�ن &&& ه�ذEن)R ان ZH3 +R ل�;N-ا "A2<! Qن�� آHن�ه�ذ &&& ا-x0E و آ�#Z ا-x0E ان اس0

�ل آTA بH} و ا-N(اج !]L *�$هR X+ ا-Gرق!>A2" ا-@سh و ه^ا &&& 7#�+ ;N-ا +R XB-�, R +23+ ا-Y(#)" د#�ل -0�+ د#

�م !7(وZHR ه;� ب�-windowsش(اج * Fآ �)�هZH1@0E! X ب�Dزرق &&& #7�+ د#;Aت  Xه$�* ZHRاف &&& !7(وG-��R" ب}�

ب�-Gاف آL[! lH ن)@-@ ن>7# &&& Z�R +23 ++ ا-lA2m# 40Y ا-Y(#)" زو#�" R+ ا-B$رة #7�+ ل &&& ا-B$رة د#�-A3 XB@ة 

 F+ آ�7# hا-;2@س {HبDا-0>( ا ~! +EAjDا hH<;-ا X <ن بD افG-�*A+ ا-@سh و *A+ ا-\�@ب آA;72EH@ ا->@ت ب

   .  ب�-Gاف#7�+ بu $A�+, ش+
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English translation: 

  
B: There is Meknès city, which is close to Fès city. It is a very old city and has its own 
history. There is Marrakech city, which is called the Red City; we call it the Red City 
because all of its buildings are red-painted and red is also the color of its sand. It’s known 
for being very attractive and every person who visits it absolutely loves it, even to the 
extent that, last year, I visited it five times in one year. I mean, its people are very simple 
in their way of living as well as in their interactions. The nickname that we give them, the 
Marrakechis, is cheerfulness; when we see a Marrakechi, we say: “That’s cheerfulness,” 
because he would always be smiling, and they talk fluently when talking and they have a 
sense of humor. I mean, wherever you meet someone from Marrakech, they would make 
you laugh. I mean, their company is always very enjoyable… There is also Ouarzazate 
city, which has one of the biggest studios in North Africa. Many famous movies have 
been shot there like “Alexander the Great,” which was filmed in the studios of 
Ouarzazate. It is even a great city. I mean, as one goes farther from the big city, the 
people on the outskirts are very simple, and always have those old castles, especially in 
the south [of Morocco]. In the north, there is also Tangier and Tétouan city. If you come, 
you would be able to tell that the northern cities are very different from the southern, 
which are different from the middle cities. In the north—because in the old days, when 
the Muslims were still in Spain and had many problems, after 1492 when the Spanish 
started to force the Muslims to leave, they fled to Morocco, and they were welcomed 
there. The majority of these people stayed in the north in places like Tangier, Tétouan, 
Chefchaouen and Asilah, and even in areas around Fès. The dialect in these cities has 
some words in Spanish and the majority of people speak Spanish, not only because many 
of the people came from Spain but also because Spain used to occupy northern Morocco 
when France was occupying the middle. There is [Spanish] influence even in their 
architecture: most of the buildings are white and painted in blue – you would find the 
windows painted in blue. They are known for their cleanness and they are known for their 
nice way of speaking – the way they speak is very sweet, as we say. Even the food is 
different from the middle and the south: they use fish a lot because they are close to the 
Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. Morocco is a very rich country. 
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